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shopping expedition, whilst others are
only too ready to fetch up the big hamper
of clothes which the Fairfield laundry so
kindly undertakes week by week, or do
any other errands with the big trap drawn
by ‘Tommy’.
But on ‘Doctor’s mornings’ patients
must content themselves in the grounds or
within hearing of the big bell which, from
its turret on the roof, can be heard all over
the lower village.
Dinner at 12 o’clock. The afternoon is
given up to enjoyment or in some cases
resting. A meat tea at 5, followed by a light
supper at 8. Prayers at 9.30. Then a mug of
hot milk is taken round to every man when
he is safely tucked up in bed.

One is usually aroused about seven or
half past by vigorous splashing and much
chattering proceeding from bathroom and
wards, then at 8.30 a loud gong summons
all to breakfast. After which woe betide the
man who goes out before he has had his
wounds dressed or whatever else is
required; but once free from the nurse he is
at liberty to do any odd job about the
place. Wash up! Gather fruit, or (best of
all) the horses. Soldiers are devoted to
children and animals, and it would be
difficult to say which receives most
attention, the Rectory children or the
Rectory ponies. And there is always a
small sized man willing to squeeze himself
into the nursery trap and go of on a
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Many have fought for us, many have bled for us,
Many their lives have given;
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Shall we not therefore do our best
For those who have nobly striven?
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In summer we try to have as many
‘outings’ as possible, sometimes by motor.
Mr Jenkinson renders most valuable
assistance not only driving himself, but
arranging with other gentlemen in the
neighbourhood for the loan of their cars.
At other times with large horse
charabancs, often taking both lunch and
tea with us.
Then croquet tournaments and bowling
handicaps afford great amusement, and
garden parties are also very popular. These
are enlivened by open air plays or minstrel
troupes, one corner of the garden being
well adapted for entertainments of this
description. During the winter months
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these recreations give place to whist
drives, socials, billiards handicaps, and
concerts. We are becoming quite famous
for the latter, and always perform to a
crowded and very enthusiastic audience.
The soldiers themselves are the chief
artistes, for amongst fifteen patients there
is generally some latent or dramatic talent,
which with a little tuition, readily comes to
the fore, and many a long winter evening
passes quickly and merrily with rehearsals.
We opened in the early spring of 1915
with 10 beds, but within a fortnight the
authorities asked us to bring the number
up to a dozen, and a little later again asked
us to increase our accommodation, which
we did. The regular staff is augmented by
some excellent help from outside. Some of
these helpers assisted the first week the
hospital opened and have performed this
labour of love ever since. At the same
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time, Mr Giddings undertakes all
dispensing free of charge and has
continued this important part of the work.
Perhaps this is hardly the time to speak
of the excellent and generous work done
by Dr Herd, but naturally a hospital
depends so much on its doctor, and Dr
Herd’s skill, attention and unfading
kindness have earned him much gratitude
from the numerous soldiers who have
passed through his hands, that one and all
are convinced however lucky other places
may be in their Medical Officer, not one is
more fortunate in this respect than the
Heysham Rectory Auxiliary Hospital.
[For the photographs in this article we
are indebted to Mr Jenkinson and Mr Fred
J Cawsey, Highfield Studio, Morecambe.
and Town Hall Studio, Brock Street,
Lancaster.]
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The Little Grey Home
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Annex : November 2013
This enhanced version of Heysham Rectory Hospital Gazette (1917) is based on an original
copy loaned to the Lancaster Military Heritage Group by Beatrice Tollitt of Heysham and
published on their website.
The text has been retyped from the original and as much improvement as possible to the
original images has been done within the time available.. The typeset has been prepared by
John Holding for Heysham Heritage Association using Impression Publisher on a (virtual)
Risc PC.
Also during 2013 Philip Rudkin presented Heysham Heritage with this extremely well
preserved photograph of a Heysham Committee from 1915.

We think this was taken outside the Old Rectory (the window design gives the clue). The
Hospital Gazette records that local volunteers assisted in the running of the Hospital from the
start in 1915. We surmise that this is perhaps a Committee of those volunteers who organized
events and raised funds for the Hospital. As to the identity of those on the Committee
suggestions we have had are
1. ‘Ma’ McKlusky of the Ship Inn, Overton
2. ‘Granny’ Hutchinson of nettle beer fame
3 and 4. Mollie Owen and another relative of Philip Rudkin who gave us the photograph.
5. A man who also features in a photo of a 1920s Heysham Brass Band
6. Mrs Charlesworth
If you have any further suggestions please could you tell us.
Heysham Heritage Association
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